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Handbook;Evolutionary psychology. Definition. A compilation of 52 chapters and essays, written. The Handbook of Evolutionary Psychology, should be a core reference manual on the shelf or computer of every scientist who deals with human behavior. Evolutionary psychology is no longer an optional exercise. It guides researchers to the author of more than 200 scientific articles and 6 books, Buss has won numerous awards including the American Psychological Association (APA) Distinguished Scientific Award for Early Career Contribution to Psychology (1988), the APA G. Stanley Hall Lectureship (1990), the APA Distinguished Scientist Lecturer Award (2001), and the Robert W. Hamilton Book Award (2000) for the first. He is also the editor of the first comprehensive Handbook of Evolutionary Psychology (2005, Wiley). Evolutionary Psychology Books. Exact Match. Any Pages 1-24 25-50 51-100 100+. Evolution and the Social Mind: Evolutionary Psychology and Social Cognition (Sydney Symposium. 345 Pages·2007·1.6 MB·10,355 Downloads·New!, and is suitable as a textbook in advanced courses dealing with social cognition and evolutionary psychology Evolutionary psychology: the new science of the mind. 497 Pages·2016·10.72 MB·18,000 Downloads·New! psychology.